
One session. One hour. 
No surgery. No Needles No downtime.

CRYOLIPOLYSIS SLIMMING

FREEZE YOUR FAT AWAY



Treatment principle

The Cryolipolysis procedure safely delivers precisely controlled cooling 
to gently and effectively target the fat cells underneath the skin. Treat-
ed fat cells are crystalized (frozen), then die. Over time, your body nat-
urally processes the fat and eliminates these dead cells, leaving a more 
sculpted you.
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FAT REDUCTION
    VS WEIGHT LOSS

It may be confusing to hear 
that reducing fat is not the 
same as losing weight. It’s all 
about what happens to fat 
CELLS.Losing weight makes fat 
cells smaller,losing weight 
does not make fat cells go 
away

The number of fat cells in our 
bodies typically becomes a 
fixed number sometime in our 
teenage years. Losing or gain-
ing weight generally does not 
increase or decrease the 
number of fat cells. Instead, it 
changes the size of fat cells.

Fat Cells After Typical Weight Loss

Fat Cells After The Cryolipolysis Procedure

After dieting and weight 
loss, fat cells get smaller but 
the number of fat cells stays 
the same. When weight is 
gained, fat cells get bigger.

The Cryolipolysis fat-freezing 
procedure actually reduces 
the number of fat cells in 
treated areas by about 20% 
to 25%.These fat cells are 
naturally processed and elim-
inated, so they won’t migrate 
to another area of your 
body. 



• Four different sizes
handpieces optional,easily
treatment for whole body.

• Four handpieces work-
ing simultaneous,save staff
cost, save treatment time.

• Unique double chin treat-
ment handpiece, lead the
latest technology in the
world.

• Super strong cooling
system ensure the minimun
treatment temperature
reduce to -15 ℃

• Non-surgery, no risk,
easily intelligentize and hu-
manization operation

• No need recovery, no
downtime, come back to
work immediate.

Advantages



The IEC SHAPING IV PRO has 4 different sizes handpieces optional, with these 4 handpiec-
es, you can do nearly whole body fat freezing.

CryoMax CryoMid CryoFlat CryoMini



The CryoMini can not only do double 
chin treatment, but also do all the 
samll areas fat freezing.

SAY GOODBYE TO YOUR 
DOUBLE CHIN



Specification

Handle number 4 handles available

Handle screen 5 inch  touch screen

Vacuum    0kpa-100kpa

Big handle A: 220 * 76*125mm

Middle handle B1: 160 * 56*65mm

Middle handle B2: 160 * 56*65mm

Small handle C: 125 * 45*70mm 

Screen 10.4 inch touch screen       

Cooling temperature      5 - -15℃

Cooling system Wind cooling + water cooling+ semiconductor cooling

input power 2500W

Output power   1600W

Dimension 　 1160*508*620mm

Net weight 45kg

Fuse specification   Ø5×25　15A

Voltage  AC220V±10%,10A;50HZ/ AC110V±10%10A,60HZ

Handle size



• 5.0 inch  touch screen, clearly displaying
the treatment parameters.

• Three minutes heating first makes a
better blood circulation of the treated area
to achieve the best treatment results.

• Two temperature sensor in each side,
ensure the safety of temperature control.

Handle Advantages

• Suction cup is made of soft medical
use silica gel; the whole treatment
process is comfortable

• Eight Peltier cooling plates are used
inside the handle; the lowest treat-
ment temperature can reach -15℃



Before & After



Different Angles




